ABSTRACT -Electric utilities are becoming increasingly interested in using synchronized phasor measurements from around the system to enhance their protection and remedial action control strategies. Accordingly the task of predicting future behavior of the power system before it actually occurs has become an important area of research. This paper presents and analyses several approaches for solving the real-time prediction problem. The fust methcd clusters the initial post-fault swing curves into coherent groups and fits a low order equivalent model to the specific transient event in progress. The model is updated with each new set of phasor measurements and provides a nmning prediction of future behavior which is valid for approximately 1/2 second into the future. We show how this capability would be useful inside the framework of a protection scheme such as the proposed French Defence Plan.
INTRODUCTION

Utility experience indicates that
94 SM 518-1 PWRS modeled as a two-machine equivalent system. When such oscillations are initiated, phasor measurements are taken within Florida and Georgia m order to infer the corresponding state of the two-machine equivalent Future stability is then detennined by applying the equal area criterion. This prediction is used for adaptive out-of-step relaying at the Florida-Georgia interface.
REAL-TIMEPREDICTION
Our research addressed the question of accomplishing out-of-step prediction when the system does not always reduce to a previously known two-machine equivalent. Possible methods of approaching this problem which we have researched fall into two broad categories:
(1) Infer a small-size (e.g. 2, 3 or 4 machine) equivalent from the post-fault phasor measurements, which models the particular mode of oscillation of the fault in progress. Solve the model forward in time in order to predict future behavior.
(2) Use a reduced-order but relatively detailed model of the system (e.g. the 39 bus model for New England) which adequately covers the many modes of oscillation initiated by different contingencies. Solve the model faster than real time if computational resources permit, or else train a pattern recognition tool off-line in order to associate in real-time the post-fault phasor measurements with the outcome of future behavior.
Clustering-Estimation-Integration (CEO
The fmt strategy is accomplished, in a limited fashion, without any prior howledge about the system on which it is performed. Section 3 in this paper presents a method for deducing in real-time which machines are swinging together. and estimating the parameters of a 2. 3 or 4 machine equivalent which is then solved faster than real-time. This technique would be useful inside the framework of the proposed French Defence Plan which will utilize phasor measurements to guard against losses of synchronism [5,6]. The objective of this plan is U, implement a controlled separation of the system into "islandable" areas whenever a loss of synchronism is detected by the PMVs. An issue of critical importance in this scheme is the amount of time between the detection of phase angle opposition and the implementation of islanding. Given the technological constrainu, 0885-8950/95/$04.00 0 1994 IEEE a time delay of 1.3 seconds or less has been chosen to be acceptable. This time scale, it should be noted, is much faster than the operation of standard under-frequency relays. In a panel discussion on phasor measurement applications at the 1993 PES Summer Meeting, a representative of Elechcitk de France [7] mentioned the difficulty in reacting quickly enough to the detection of loss of synchronism, and indicated the desirability of predicting future behavior. Accordingly, we show that the proposed technique can reliably predict losses of synchronism a short time into the future.
As illustrated in Section 3. our clustering -estimationintegration (CEI) technique can be used to provide a continually updated prediction window extending approximately half a second into the future. Instead of waiting for physical loss of synchronism to occur, it would be possible to act in advance on the basis of future predicted behavior.
We simulate the capability of the CEI prediction technique in giving advance warning of loss of synchronism and show that it can predict with some accuracy which generators will go over and under-speed. This is enough information to implement the controlled separation ahead of time. The performance is not perfect, but the errors that do occur tend to be tolerable. For example, if a subset of the over-speed generators are separating faster than the rest, then the algorithm will predict at first that only these will go over-speed. However such errors could be a c u n n m M by resuming prediction for the remaining machines.
And M e r m o r e . if the system can only be islanded in a limited number of ways, then it would still make sense to separate the areas containing the most rapidly diverging machines. Another source of error is that the length of advance warning before loss of synchronism is not uniform, and occasionally there is no warning. As a consequence the CEI algorithm must be viewed as a potential augmentation to a scheme such as the Defence Plan.
which will improve reaction times in many cases, and will cause little or no harm in others.
Detailed Reduced-Order Model
The second approach listed above would be required for predicting future behavior under different control options. because the first approach extrapolates the future behavior entirely f%om past observations. If one had a reducedader model in advance of the contingency then one could use the most recent phasor measurements as the initial condition, and simulate what would happen for different conml actions. We have not yet addressed the derivation of this model, but we have covered the possibilities for its solution. If the model is small enough, then it can actually be integrated much faster than real time in order to predict future behavior before it occurs. Section 4 m this paper demonstrates that a model as detailed as the New England 39 bus system with composite voltage dependent loads can be solved much faster than real time using modem workstation computers. In that section we present an efficient piecewise constant current load model approximation technique, which is conceptually similar to the Dynamic Ward-Type Equivalent model [8.9] , but addresses unresolved assumptions about the updating of coefficient m a~c e s .
If the reduced-order equivalent model is too complex for real-time solution, then a pattern recognition technique may be employed. In [IO] decision trees are trained to predict the future system stability from a short sampling of the post-fault phasor measurements. Using the New England 39 bus test system for this experiment, we find that decision trees achieve very high accuracy ( > 95%) while demonstrating robustness to measurement imprecision, as well as small random variations in the operating point. The decision tree building pmcess can be completely automated, and a new tree can be constructed for this system in just a few minutes. This feature is essential because changing system conditions will require frequent updates of the decision logic. Fortunately, the training set for each new tree can be generated in parallel, and this was done on a cluster of five B M RISC System/6ooO computers. Using the parallel RS/6Ws, training set generation for the 39 bus system takes 2-3 minutes. and subsequent tree-building from this data requires 62 seconds on a single RS/6000 computer. Because the potential payoff from system-wide instability detection will arguably permit these computational requirements to be met, the pattern recognition approach allows greater flexibility in selecting the model used to generate the training data.
Computational resources are still an important concern in the pattern recognition approach, however, and having an efficient solution method will enable more detailed simulations to be run.
Some power system models are well known for giving optimistic results -predicting stability in the case of instability, while others give conservative results. The constant impedance load model generally gives optimistic results. while the constant P-Q load model generally gives conservative results [ll] . It has been shown that better generator and load models give more accurate results [12, 13] . Since a decision tree classifier learns to predict future behavior on the basis of simulated data, it is important to use a reasonably accurate model. The decision tree paper [IO] uses the constant impedance model, and so there exists both a need and an opportunity to explore the efficacy of this approach using models of greater complexity. The piecewise constant current load model approximation technique presented in Section 4 will enable the rapid solution of composite load model power systems, which will improve training set accuracy for the pattern recognition approach. Unfommately most of these reduced models were developed for the purpose of creating a reasonably sized test system, rather than attempting to saictly replicate the behavior of the larger system. Some of them do nevertheless replicate the major modes of oscillation relatively well. It is clear at least that some reduction can be performed while maintaining reasonable accuracy, and so we address the real-time solution for reducedader models of all different sizes. Specifically, we show in Section 4 that models up to the size of the 39 bus system with composite nonlinear loads can actually be solved in real-time, whereas larger models would require using the pattern recognition approach. The same piecewise constant current load approximation technique. however, would prove valuable in performing the off-line simulations needed for the pattern recognition approach as well.
Section 3 below presents the clustering -estimationintegration (CEI) technique, described earlier in Section 2.1, which extrapolates the dynamic behavior a short time into the fuNre without using any prior howledge of the power system model. Section 4 then presents the piecewise constant current load model approximation technique which can rapidly solve a moderately complex, reduced-order model with composite nonlinear loads.
CLUSTERING-ESTIMATION-INTEGRATION (CEI) ALGORlTHM
The method described in this section fits a 2 3 or 4 machine equivalent model to the swing data observed by the PMU's, and uses that model to roughly predict future behavior before it actually occurs. Like the Extended Equal Area Criterion [18] . this method attempts to model the mode of oscillation of a particular disturbance with a very low-order equivalent system. An important difference, however, is that our method only solves the model 1/2 to 1 second forward, rather than attempting to predict the ultimate stability or instability.
While this information would not be very useful in planning studies, it can provide crucial lead time between the prediction of disaster and the occurrence of disaster in the context of the adaptive out-of-step protection problem.
This approach relies on the fact that a small sized equivalent system can actually be integrated much faster than real-time. For example the system trajectories for a 4 machine system can be integrated one second into the future in just 0.01 seconds of CPU time on a Sun SPARC Station IPX computer. The reducedader model is derived by observing the post-fault swing c w e data for a fraction of a second, and clustering the swing curves into coherent groups. The centers of angle of the identified groups are computed, and the corresponding reduced*rder equations are discretized in order to perform least-squares parameter estimation of the system coefficients from the observed swing c w e data.
The equivalent system is integrated using the most recent set of phasor measurements as the initial condition, and the results are consistently accurate for approximately 1/2 second into the future. By predicting the future behavior of the centers of angle of the coherent groups, it is possible to determine in most cases which machines will go over and under s p e d Our simulations show that using a 2 machine equivalent has several advantages, such as requiring the least amount of data for estimating the model parameters, and producing tolerable errors when predicting future behavior.
Clustering and Parameter Estimation
Of the many clustering algorithms [19], joining and agglomeration (i.e. aggregation) seems particularly suited to the real-time transient stability problem. If you wish to cluster N objects into m groups. and you can combine any two objects into one, the joining and agglomeration algorithm says to combine the two closest objects and repeat until m objects remain. The center of angle (COA) computation provides a natural method for combining any two swing curves. The total distance between two curves is computed as the squared distance summed over the length of the observation window after the swing curves are shifted to start at m. Hence this distance measure roughly calculates the squared distance between two curves over the observation window, after the curves have been located with a common starting point. Machines which swing together will have small computed distances between them and diverging machines will a m e larger distances as the observation window lengthens. It should be pointed out that the center of angle computation requires a unit of mass to be associated with each of the swing curves observed by the PMU's, and in this sense requires a rudimentary knowledge of the power system dynamics.
Our simulations in Section 3.2 will show that 3 and 4 machine equivalent systems require too many observation samples and/or unrealistic precision in the measurements. For this reason we only describe the estimation process for the 2 machine equivalent.
Generalization to multiple machines is straightforward except for the question of reducing the number of equations by coordinate transformation (e.g. center of angle (COA), or taking one machine as the reference). Whereas the 2 machine equivalent reduces neatly to one equation by coordinate transformation, reducing larger systems produces more terms per equation and is therefore counterproductive in this situation.
The swing equation for a two machine equivalent has 3 coefficients P. A and B: 6 = P+Acos(6)+Bsin (6) ( 1) Phasor measurement samples from the observation window are used to calculate the COA's of the equivalent machines identified by the clustering algorithm. In the 2 machine equivalent &k) represents the difference between the COAs at sample time k.
and will be used to estimate the coefficients P. A and B. The second derivative can be approximated as: In general the number of equations will be two less than the number of samples in the observation window. Assuming that phasor measurements are collected every 4 cycles, the minimum observation window length for a two machine quivalent is 20 cycles (l/3 second), i.e. 5 sample points.
When the linear equations are over specified (more equations than parameters) then the least-squares estimation technique can be used. We utilized the Engineering and Scientific Subroutine Library (ESSL) to perform this estimation.
Simulation Results
We tested the performance of the CEI prediction technique on the New England 39 bus test system under two different loading conditions. The rationale for using this system is that it roughly represents having 10 well placed PMU's embedded in a larger system. The 39 bus model presents a wide variety of oscillatory modes, some of which are difficult to capture with a reducedader equivalent. On the other hand there are plenty of well-behaved cases for which the method works pprfectly. It was only through extensive simulation that we were able to document the shortcomings of the CEI method using 3 and 4 machine equivalents. This experience serves to illustrate the fact that it is generally not sufficient to demonstrate the success of a particular method on just a few examples, rather that broader testing is required. We were fortunate to have access to the Cornell National Supercomputer Facility. which allowed us to quickly run many thousands of simulations during the development of the algorithm.
The testing methodology used here is consistent with previous work [lo] and assumes collecting samples from each of the 10 generators every four cycles. These simulated measurements are tnmcated to 0.001 radians of precision before estimating the parameters of a reduced-order system. Three phase short-circuit to ground faults with random locations and durations are simulated on each of the 34 transmission lines. The faulted line is always removed at clearing time. Choosing 30 disturbances at random for each transmission line produces a test set of 1020 cases. Since this method does not require prior knowledge about the power system dynamics, we create two test sets from substantially different operating points. The first uses the New England data directly from Pai [16] , and the second has 25 QO increased real power loading as in [lo] . Faults from 1-12 cycles in duration were simulated for the low load case and faults from 1-8 cycles were simulated on the high load case. Because the high load case is more susceptible to instability, there are more unstable contingencies in the high load test set even though the fault durations are shorter.
We simulate the calculation of a "running prediction" which is first made after observing a pre-specified number of samples and then updated with each new sample. Every case in the test set contains 60 samples of the phase angle measurements s p a 4 4 cycles apart for a total of 4 seconds of post-fault swing curve data. The running prediction continues until the observation window reaches 45 samples (3 seconds) in length. kpendmg on the amount of time beyond the most recent measurement sample for which prediction is attempted, the short-term outlook from a given prediction calculation will indicate either future stability or instability.
When during the course of a disturbance loss of synchronism is never predicted, then no action should be taken. When the prediction of instability occurs for the first time. the associated control logic may either act immediately or wait for additional evidence from subsequent predictions. In simulation we found that predicting stability or instability 6 samples (24 cycles) ahead of time without double-checking gives consistent results.
For each case in the test set. it is determined whether the running prediction ever declares instability while following a stable swing. Such a false alarm would cause unnecessary system islanding and should be avoided. For the unstable swings it is determined whether the method predicts instability ahead of time, and records the amount of lead time between the prediction of instability and the actual loss of synchronism. The earliest that one could detect loss of synchronism without the aid of prediction is when any two machines have reached a phase angle difference of 180 degrees. In practice, additional time could be required to determine which of the many machines are going over and under-speed. Hence for practical purposes, the advance warning may actually be longer than the times given here.
The criteria of false alarms and advance warning times c m be used to point out the deficiencies of the 3 and 4 machine equivalents for the CEI method. A three machine equivalent has 5 parameters per equation and a four machine equivalent has 7 parameters per equation. Therefore a minimum of 7 and 9 data samples respectively are needed to estimate the coefficients of the 3 and 4 machine equivalents. Our simulations used 8 and 10 samples respectively in order to decrease problems with accuracy. Nevertheless, the three machine equivalent has a false alarm rate of 22% and the four machine equivalent has a false alarm rate of 61% using the data set from the nominally loaded operating Having obtained such poor results for the 3 and 4 machine equivalents we needed to verify the operation of the CEI estimation program. This was easily checked by repeating the above tests with higher precision data Instead of truncating the simulated phasor measurements to three decimal places of precision, we med using five decimal places of representation. For the same data set, and beginning the running prediction at the earliest possible moment (after 7 and 9 samples respectively for 3 and 4 machines), the false alarm rates decreased to 1.7% and 5.8% respectively. Since five decimal places of precision is completely unreasonable for PMU's. we wondered whether using more samples of the lower precision data could achieve the same effect. Indeed, using 12 and 16 samples respectively also reduces the false alarm rates to 1.1% and 8.1% for the 3 and 4 machine equivalents. However the time delay between fault clearing and the first prediction is so long (12 samples = 0.8 seconds) that only 26% and 16% respectively of the unstable cases are predicted with any advance warning for the 3 and 4 machine equivalents. We therefore conclude that the 3 and 4 machine equivalents require more information for parameter estimation than is available from a short window of realistic-precision phasor measurement data.
The 2 machine equivalent for the CEI method performs well on all accounts. If the running prediction is allowed to begin after the f i t five samples of post-fault data, the method has a 1.8% false alarm rate for the nominally loaded system and a 2.2% false dam rate after the loading is increased 25 percent Experimenting with higher precision data and longer observation windows, we find that false alarms can be completely eliminated by using five decimal places of precision or else by lengthening the minimum observation period to 8 samples (32 cycles). Given that the higher precision is unattainable, one must choose between faster response times and fewer errors. Our simulations show that in order to predict most of the unstable cases in point.
advance, that the shorter minimum observation window is necessary. For this reason we will discuss the results for the 2 machine equivalent with prediction starting at 5 samples (0.33 second) after the fault clearing h e . of instability, and these cases constitute "false dismissals". In the proposed framework, false dismissals will produce the same result as if there were no prediction algorithm in place because no remedial control action will be taken in either case.
One must predict the specifics of future behavior in order to select an appropriate remedial control action in advance. Within the French Defence Plan, for example, one needs to know how the generator phase angles are going to separate in order to prescribe the comxt pattern of islanding. In simulation we found that the diverging generators could be predicted with reasonable accuracy by integrating the reducedader system 1.3 seconds forward from the observation at which instability was first detected, and comparing this with the true system generator angles 1 second past the onset of 180 degree phase difference. The reason for integrating 1.3 seconds in the reduced system is that prediction of instability typically occu~s approximately 0 3 seconds before the onset of 180 degree phase difference in the full system. If any equivalent machine has deviated from the center of angle of the reduced system by f ~r. then the generators corresponding to that equivalent are predicted to go over or under speed respectively.
The smct criterion for whether this prediction is valid is whether the prediction for each generator matches the actual behavior in the full system.
Our simulations show that in most cases where instability is predicted in advance, that the details are correct according to the above criterion. Of 190 unstable cases from the nominal loading test set, 47 occur without any advance warning. In these 47 cases, controlled separation will be determined by the actual observation of pole slip rather than prediction. so the accuracy of prediction in these cases is not pertinent. Of the remaining cases. 117 are predicted correctly in detail whereas 26 are not. For the 25 percent increased loading situation, only 16 of the unstable cases are false dismissals. Of the remaining 367 unstable cases, 275 are predicted correctly in detail and 92 are not. In those cases where the details are incorrect, it is necessary to examine the nature and seventy of the errors.
Fortunately the misclassifications of unstable cases tend to be tolerable when using the 2 machine equivalent. Most of these result from clustering the initially fastest machines into their own separate group. Examining the 11 8 misclassified cases from both test sets, we find that 108 represent the situation where the initially fastest machines are predicted to go over speed, while the rest are predicted to remain within f rr of the center of angle.
As a consequence only a subset of the diverging generators are predicted to go over speed. We have already suggested that it would be reasonable to separate the area containing the initially fastest machines, and resume prediction for the others. Of the 10 remaining cases. 4 N c t instability without specifying which machine angles will diverge from the rest. Since no control action would be taken, these cases are essentially false dismissals.
Three cases predict that a subset of the accelerating generators will deviate in the positive direction while the rest diverge in the negative direction Presumably the control response would be to separate the one set from the other. and it would soon become apparent that furthm separation was necessary. Finally, the 3 remaining cases predict that both groups diverge from the center of angle whereas the detailed simulation shows that only one p u p will deviate from the Center of angle by more than R within the first second after instability.
However both groups will have already separated by more than 180 degrees from each other, and both will ultimately deviate from the center of angle by more than IL Hence the separation based on the prediction would be appropriate to the actual behavior .
This concludes our discussion of the proposed CEI method for predicting future behavior in the absence of a previously known reduced-order equivalent. Since the method extrapolates future behavior on the basis of past observations, it cannot predict what would happen under different control options. There is reason to believe, however, that a reduced-order equivalent model can be obtained in advance having sufficient accuracy to provide useful assessment of candidate remedial control options. Since there is no guarantee that such a model can be solved faster than real-time, we propose using a pattern recognition methodology as a backup approach [1420]. In eithex case, it is necessary to have an efficient and accurate method for solving the power system behavior. Accordingly we propose the following piecewise constant current load model approximation technique for power systems having composite voltage dependent load models.
PIECEWISE CONSTANT CURRENT
The idea behind the piecewise constant current approximation technique is to begin with a model accurate for the initial point of the trajectory and then replace the model each rime the trajectory leaves the area where the linearization is valid. Each new model is linearized about the most recent trajectory point. The criterion for recomputing the new model is whether any of the generator angles have become farther than 7 from the current linearization point. Values of 7 on the order of 5 to 10 degrees give good simulation results relative to the exact solution method for constant PQ loads.
Our method is conceptually similar to the Dynamic Ward-Type Equivalent solution technique [8, 91. Both achieve computational efficiency for solving power system dynamics involving voltage dependent and constant F Q loads by making piecewise linear approximations to the load flow equation nonlinearities, which are updated as necessary in order to preserve the validity of the linearization. In investigating the speed of computation for the Ward-Type Equivalens we assumed that the coefficient matrices for each successive linearization could be pre-computed and stored in memory for use during the transient stability computation. The question of whether those computations could be performed ahead of time remains an unresolved issue, and it is worthwhile to note that the number of linearization regions which could be traversed by the set of all possible post-fault swing trajectories is potentially very large.
This concern motivated us to produce an analogue to the Dynamic Ward-Type Equivalent algorithm which even executes quickly while updating the linearization in real-time. The piecewise constant current technique described in this section uses the fast decoupled power flow method to perform the loadflow calculation needed to update the linearization. The timing results given at the end of this section include the computation of the successive linearizations encountered during the course of the post-fault swing trajectory.
The remainder of this section describes the piecewise constant current technique and outlines t h e generalization to composite nonlinear load models, We first assume constant PQ loads. A loadflow computation must be performed whenever re-calculating the linear model, because the quantities Vioad, QJm, and 6 must be derived from V , Qod , and P. Consi er the loadflow equations given ( P . 6 = (PeQO) where ( Specifying P and Q values at the load buses and P and V values at the generator buses, the loadflow equations can be solved for V and 6 at the load buses and Q and 6 at the generator buses.
In the more general case we will have composite loads:
where ( we see that the power flow equations for composite loads have the same form as the corresponding equations for m t a n t PQ loads. Therefore the piecewise technique. which relies on a loadflow calculation to update the equivalent parameters. can handle composite voltage dependant loads in the same manner as constant PQ loads. Bearing this in mind, the following section applies the piecewise constant current technique to a system with constant PQ loads.
Piecewise Constant Current Approximation
After performing a loadflow as indicated above, we compute the equivalent current injection Ilj L 9, corresponding to the values of P,, Q, at each load bus j:
The constant current dynamical equations are derived as follows. For the original system, the bus current phasors are related to the the bus voltage phasors and the bus admittance matrix Y through where the subscript 1 denotes the load buses to be eliminated and the subscript g denotes the internal generator buses that are preserved. After simple algebraic manipulations, the current-voltage relationship reduces to
The first term in the equation represents the contributions to generator current injections from generator voltages and the second term represents the load currents' contributions. Hence the swing equations for the internal generator busses are: This expfains why a loadflow must be run whenever it is necessary to update the equivalent current injections. The fast-decoupled power flow method is used for this purpose and its calculation time is included in the execution speeds given below.
Fourthader Runge-Kutta is used for each integration step within a given constant current model.
The algorithm for piecewise constant current integration is as follows. Define the base point be the p i n t about which the most recent linearization occurred.
1. Choose the parameter y which specifies when to update the equivalent currents. If so. then update the swing equations, otherwise do not update.
Repeat
Step 2 until the prediction interval is finished.
This algorithm was tested on the New England 39 bus system with constant PQ loads. Several faults were simulated and their execution times and accuracies were measured. The computation time does in fact depend on the fault because the frequency of updates depends on the swing trajectory. It should also be noted that the coefficient matrices Yt4 and De4 are assumed to be known before beginning the computation. Table II shows the range of solution times and generator angle error rates obtained by the piecewise constant current technique as compared with the exact constant PQ solution method. The timing results were obtained for an HP 9000/720 workstation which is several years out of date. An HP9000/735 model workstation which has just arrived and is waiting to be set up, is expected to run the programs three times faster. The parameter 7 controls the update frequency. Numbers shown are the execution time in seconds for integrating 10 machine angles one second into the future. Table II indicates that between 5 and 10 degree updates, there is a large improvement in error and a small increase in CPU time in switching from 10 to 5 degrees. Simulations for the 39-bus system are therefore expected to run accurately and much faster than real-time on the HP9000/735.
CONCLUSIONS
The ability to obtain synchronized phasor measurements from around t h e system is expected to enable improved emergency response for maintaining system reliability. At the minimum, it seems that one should be able to predict with moderate accuracy what is going to happen in the near future following a transient event If one could predict what would happen under a variety of remedial control actions, then one could subsequently implement the best of those controls if the prediction is performed fast enough.
In the absence of an a priori known reducedader model, the best one can do is extrapolate future behavior on the basis of past observations. We have developed a real-time clusteringestimation -integration (CEI) algorithm to predict future behavior a short time into the future without relying on prior knowledge of the power system model. This is accomplished by fitting a very low order equivala model to the dynamics of the particular event in progress. and solving the model forward in time to predict future behavior. Through systematic testing of this algorithm on the New England 39 bus system, we obtain reasonable success using a 2-machine equivalent for the CEI method, and show how the method could enhance the performance of a protection strategy against losses of synchronism such as the French Defence Plan. We highlight the importance of systematic testing by pointing out that 3 and 4 machine equivalent models prove adequate in a limited number of cases but have unacceptable performance overall. In doing so we also show that realistic precision phasor measurement data must be used in simulation in order to reach the proper conclusions about real world performance.
If a reducedader model is available ahead of time, we show how its solution can be found in real-time. For a model as complex as the New England 39 bus system with composite loads, faster than real-time solution using post-fault phasor measurements as the initial condition can be performed using the piecewise constant current load approximation technique. For larger models a pattern recognition approach would be required. Previous publications have demonstrated the ability of a pattern recognition tool such as decision a s to predict future behavior based on a short sampling of the post-fault phasor measurements.
A pattern recognition approach has greater flexibility in model complexity because the simulation of training set data is performed off-line and can be parallelized. Nevertheless, a fast and accurate simulation method such as the piecewise technique is needed for updating the decision tree logic in response to changing conditions. Hence the piecewise solution technique benefits both the real-time solution approach, and the off-line training of a pattern recognition tool. James S. raises some very important issues as far as this research is concerned, and in order to respond to his points, the different parts of our work are briefly summarized as follows:
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the second set of equations can then be solved for the generator voltages by least squares.
Since our research thus far has used classical generator models in simulation and has used the generator internal voltage angles from the state equations as the simulated phasor measurements, the next step in sophistication would be to use detailed generator models for large scale simulation while taking phase angle measurements from the generator terminal voltages and currents, and converting these back into generator internal voltage angles for the classical model. One could then test the ability to predict future behavior using internal voltage angles computed from the phasor measurements, and this would seem to be a natural extension to more detailed power system models.
If one were using a pattern recognition approach as described in the earlier publications, a classifier could likely be trained to associate generator terminal phasor measurements directly with the prediction of future behavior. It would need to be tested whether a classifier would perform better using generator terminal phasor measurements as classifier inputs, or else using the computed internal voltage angles of the associated classical models. The issue is also raised in the discussion on using variables other than voltage angles as input variables for the classifier, and this is something that we have not tested. Decision trees do have an advantage of being able to select the profitable variables from an overinclusive set of potential input variables. It is likely that including other variables such as line power flows would bring an improvement in decision tree performance without an overly large increase in the amount of computation required for training.
The discusser correctly points out that the R-Rdot relay has been successfully employed in the western United States to implement a controlled separation of the western North American interconnection into two islands, and asks for a comparative justification of our own methods. Unfortunately we do not have comparative simulation results but we can at least make the following observations. The reference [4 about adaptive out-of-step relaying between Florida and beorgia using synchronized phasor measurements describes the design and installation of this PMU based protection system but does not report on testing and operation to the extent and detail contained in [A,B] . It therefore remains an open question whether phasor measurements can ultimately give better results than using only local measurements as the R-Rdot relay does. CEI method, or more properly stated the other way around, the pattern recognition tools [10,2O,C] have some potential superiorities to both. For example the simulation testing of decision trees and neural networks showed them capable of predicting loss of synchronism within the next four seconds, which far exceeds the rather minimal predictive abilities of the CEI and R-Rdot methods. As for a comparison between CEI and R-Rdot, it is our understanding that the R-Rdot installation in the western United States was motivated by a desire to refine the decision boundary in out-of-step relays to more closely approximate the actual stability boundary instead of being set over-conservatively. It was the same objective which motivated the development of CEI, and the simulations in this paper show the number of false trips to be very small ('2%) using hundreds of marginally stable transient stability runs.
While the R-Rdot technique is a direct competitor of the
With regard to the R-Rdot relay tripping "on the way in" well before 180 degrees, we should at least point out that we were using the criterion of whether any two of the voltage angles were 180 degrees apart, which occurs slightly before the electrical centers become 180 degrees apart. In fact it is the latter quantity that we require to be predicted to exceed 180 degrees before declaring a transient event in progress to be unstable. This is the reason for the CEI method being accurate and late to trip. To the extent that the R-Rdot controller is able to trip on an unstable swing well before 180 degrees we would answer the discusser's comment by saying that the R-Rdot relay is performing prediction as much or possibly somewhat more so than the CEI. Note that the CEI could trip earlier if the criterion of 180 degree phase angle difference were lowered, at the expense of increasing the number of false trips on stable swings. Unless the R-Rdot decision boundary exactly separates the stable swings from the unstable swings, there is going to be some conservatism in the relay operation because mistakes in the category of false trips can be tolerated.
The R-Rdot relay in [A,B] was designed through simulation and testing to disconnect the western US interconnection into two pre-determined islands whenever loss of synchronism is imminent. By contrast we have shown in simulation that the CEI method is able to predict with some accuracy the divergence in angle of any group of generators from the rest. Although we have only tested our method on a small system (10 generators) assuming phasor measurements from all the generators, we have done so with the hope that CEI, as well as pattern recognition, could be generalized to larger systems by taking measurements from a representative subset of generators or generator equivalents. If successful this extension of the CEI method to large scale systems would offer an advantage over the present R-Rdot controller in being able to prescribe different separation patterns for different disturbances and outages. We do however recognize that additional work must be performed to make sure the system will be separated into "islandable" areas.
Finally in response to the question on constant PQ load models, we should clarify that our simulations of the CEI and pattern recognition methods used constant impedance loads and classical generator models because they were easiest to simulate. As indicated earlier these methods can and should be extended to more complex power system models with non-linear loads, detailed generator models and so forth. The piecewise constant current approximation technique in Section 4 was therefore offered for the purpose of simulating power system models with constant PQ and other voltage dependent loads. 
